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on the other hand, the book does not overlook the flaws in the stfs approach and how they could have taken the battle to veerappan a few
years earlier. since taking over the reigns of the stf, kumar has become a leading expert on veerappan, and, after years of study, he is
convinced that veerappan was killed by poisoning. in 2002, the then stf chief could not afford to be proved wrong. his track record was not
good, and he had a very difficult job to do, which included eliminating veerappan. the people who had expected the stf to make veerappan
vanish would find this book hard to digest. but, the book is not just a blame game. it also throws light on the slow erosion of the forest
department under political pressure and how the stfs efforts saved the day. it is a moot question whether vijay kumar could have sacrificed
readability for the sake of authenticity. even so, chasing the brigand remains the most credible account of veerappan, and, of course,
operation cocoon, the operation that finally ended the life of the bandit as he was brought in an ambulance set up by the stf. the book might
not serve as a full-fledged autobiography of vijay kumar, whose career included stints in the special protection group for rajiv gandhi, and in
the border security force in kashmir, and in the central reserve police force. if read as veerappans biography, the book has even more of an
unfinished look. but, as the story of a seemingly endless manhunt, as one mans quest to quell another, this book is complete in itself. as the
bandit was taken into custody, kumar spent an entire day, from early morning to mid-night, trying to get the state chief minister and the
union home minister to speak to him. he was told that veerappan was a national threat who needed to be handled carefully to avoid any
misunderstanding. the police tried to get a few policemen from the stf to accompany the bandit for the journey and kumar wrote that he was
told that was not an option. the stf was happy with the questioning of veerappan and his nine others who were being held in the stf district
jail, but the city police were unhappy at the way they had been treated. kumar writes that they threatened to go to court and produced a list
of their cases that would be difficult to deal with.
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